Literature and Empire, 1890-1955

Short Essay

In New York a winter back, a close friend of mine stumbled across Mulk Raj Anand’s *Letters on India* (1942) halfway-up a twisting book-skyscraper—inevitable fixtures of those forgetful and still adventurous bookstores found only in big cities. The frontispiece of the copy revealed that it had been sold in the People’s Bookshop in Johannesburg (sometime before the 1950s). He gave it to me as a fitting gift: at the time I was anxiously putting together PhD proposals on radical literary networks in the late British Empire—in which Anand played a vital role. Having burnt my share of the midnight oil to frame the oceanic crossings of texts as poetic and compelling to an admissions committee, I found the distinctly unbriny smell of this ‘globe-trotting’ volume quite derisive. It was otherwise a perfect present; there was something wholly invigorating in holding something so solid.

I have since been avidly collecting books related to my doctoral project, which traces literary networks as a political institution in the late British Empire. As a collection, these books embody over half a century of literary cultures in the Anglophone world, with particular strengths in first editions and early editions pertaining to southern Africa, India, and especially Aotearoa/New Zealand—the case studies of my research. Several items are particularly noteworthy—such the copy of the poetry collection *The Bird of Time* (1912) by Indian poet and politician Sarojini Naidu, which was signed and gifted to Asa Ali, the first Indian ambassador to the United States (sold to me for one pound as it had been ‘graffitied’). At a conceptual level, together, they express the continuities and discontinuities of this turbulent period of British imperialism. At one end, anthologies of white settler writing are desperately trying to impose unity over the disintegrating empire. At the other, radical polemics are calling for the immediate demise of imperialist and capitalist incursion. However, at a material level of signatures and stamps, the collection also expresses a powerfully humanising dimension which has fundamentally altered my research: seeing in specific ways how texts have travelled, been consumed, and fortified friendships has provocatively expanded my understanding of the types of social work books can do.

I hope to continue to collect volumes of interest to southern Africa, South Asia, and Aotearoa/New Zealand. Additionally, I plan to take the collection in new directions, expanding it to include Irish and Caribbean books. This new ground gestures in more comprehensive ways at the production and circulation of Anglophone literature during the period and would be indispensable for further research.
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